Abstract. It is well known that the holomorphic sectional curvature of a bounded symmetric domain is bounded above by a negative constant. In this paper we show that this is true more generally for a quasi-symmetric Siegel domain, and the proof is based on a formula for the curvature from the author's thesis. The bounded homogeneous domains are, as is well known, biholomorphic to homogeneous Siegel domains and the bounded symmetric domains are biholomorphic to those quasi-symmetric (homogeneous) Siegel domains that satisfy a certain algebraic identity (which we do not need here).
In a recent paper [7] we have determined a formula for the holomorphic sectional curvature of an irreducible quasi-symmetric Siegel domain, and proved that it is < 0. Here we refine this result and prove that the holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded above by a negative constant. We recall some standard facts for which [4] is a good reference, and we use the notation in [4] and [7] . Let ß be an open convex homogeneous cone in R", not containing any straight line, and assume fi is self-dual with respect to an inner product < , ) on R", i.e., {v GR"|<v,v'> >OV/6B-{0}}-0.
Further let F: C™ xC"^C" be an fi-hermitian form, which is conjugate linear in the second variable, F(wx, w2) = F(w2, wx) , F(w, w) G ñ, F(w, w) = 0 «=> w = 0.
We then have the Siegel domain ty) = ty)(Sl, F) := {(z, u) E C X Cm|Im z -F(u, u) E ß}, which is biholomorphic to a bounded homogeneous domain. Let e E B be the base point with the property that the stability subgroup of (i) For a E R" we have
(ii) For ax,a2 E R" we have Rai. -, -RaRai + Ra R^. If this holds, then ^D is said to be quasi-symmetric [4] . Every bounded symmetric domain is biholomorphic to such a domain ty. We assume that <%) is irreducible, i.e., not expressible as (biholomorphic to) a product of two bounded homogeneous domains, which is equivalent to ß being irreducible, i.e. not expressible as a product of two cones [1] .
We extend < , >, ° and Ra by linearity to elements in C. Letting We can now state:
Theorem. // ^ = ^ (il, F) is a quasi-symmetric domain, then the holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded above by a negative constant.
Remarks. For bounded symmetric domains this is well known. To prove the theorem we can assume that ß is irreducible. Then either ß = ^Pr(F), positive symmetric matrices of size r X r with coefficients in F = R, C, H (real numbers, complex numbers, quaternions), or ß = Sn = {x E Rn|x,x2 -xf -• • • -x2 > 0, x, > 0}, or ß is the exceptional cone ^P3 (Cay). (See [4] , [6] , [7] .) For this last cone it is known (Satake) that <$ is the tube domain with this cone, and hence ty is symmetric. So the theorem holds for this domain. The above curvature formula was proved in [7] for the cones ??,(¥), Sn. So now we have to prove the theorem for these cones. Since the holomorphic sectional curvature of a complex submanifold does not exceed that of the ambient complex manifold, the result is also known for those quasi-symmetric domains that occur as fibers of "boundary-fibrations" of bounded symmetric domains over their boundary components ([3], [4] , [8] ). However, not all quasi-symmetric domains occur as such fibers.
Proof It is also possible to give a direct, computational proof of the theorem.
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